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Lecturer
to speak
on hidden
history of
UFOs
BY RRNDRLL PDST
News Writer
Robert Hastings says UFOs exist and suspects
they are monitoring our nuclear weapons.
Hastings says he first encountered the third
kind in 1967as a teenage Air Force brat on Malm-
strom Air Force Base, outside ofGreat Falls, Mon-
tana.
"Five UFOs were tracked on radar for sever-
al minutes and jets were launched to intercept
them. I later learned from Air Force sources that·
as the jets closed in, the UFOs performed a verti-
cal ascent and left the area at an enormous ve-
locity. Far beyond the capability of any aircraft,"
Hastings said.
Hastings said the UFOs were hovering over the
vicinity of nuclear missile silos.
This event marked the beginning of Hastings'
devotion to researching UFOs and the U.S. gov-
ernment's response to them.
Hastings will give a 90-minute lecture and slide
show, "UFOs: The Hidden History," tonight at 7
p.m. at the Special Events Center in the Student
Union Building. The cost is free to BSUstudents
and $1 to the general public.
Hastings bases his research off documents he
and other researchers have obtained using the
Freedom of Information Act. Hastings reads ver-
batim to his audience an FBI document dated
March 22, 1950 that reports flying saucers had
crashed in New Iviexico and bodies had been re-
covered.
"Three flying saucers had crashed and it states
that bodies had been retrieved from them that
were quote, 'of human shape but only three feet
tall.'"
Hastings points out to his audience that this is
an authentic document and can be accessed by
filing a Freedom of Information request. Some
researchers think the document is the "smoking
gun," that conclusively proves these aircraft are
from other worlds, Hastings said.
Hastings does not believe this document stems
from the infamous Roswell incident in July 1947.
He points out there are some similarities as well
as contradictions but since the FOIA protects
the identity of those involved it cannot be con-
Slle UFO'e (pege 31
Pink Floyd tribute
band revives rock
Rssoclated Press: 013ESPN/Coaches Poll: 012
Broncos edge out San Jose State for the 56-49 victory
Querterback RdamTafralis reacts to a looaa ball picked up b~ Oeshaun Cabong of tha BOise State dafense at Spartan Stedlum In San Jose.
. BY TREUDR HORN
Sports Editor
to force a fourth down, where Spar-
tan quarterback Adam Tafralis ran
the option fake, but was pushed out of
bounds byGabe Franklin to secure the
win.
"We expected a team that wasn't
ready for us, and they came in here to
playa football game, and we weren't:'
said offensive lineman Daryn
Colledge.
The Spartans (2-7,1-5WAC)took an
early lead in the game. Starting run-
ning back Tyson Thompson caught 11·
69-yard pass from-Dale Rogers to give
the Spartans the early seven-point
lead.
Jon Helmandollar then scored for
the Broncos, but the once again the
Spartans came right back with anoth-
er huge touchdown pass. This time it
was backup quarterback Tafralis who
found Rufus Skillern (168yards receiv-
ing, 1TO) for the 79-yard score to give
the Spartans the 14-7lead.
The teams swapped rushing touch-
downs early in the second quarter,
then the Broncos stormed late in the
half.
Jared Zabransky rushed to the left .
side on the quarterback sweep, taking
it in for the score to tie the game at 21
with only 46 seconds remaining in the
'half. On the ensuing drive, running
back Lance Martin fumbled the sweep
and Andrew Browning recovered the
ball. The Broncos came right back and
scored on a 17-yard end-around by se-
nior Lawrence Bady to put the Broncos
up 28-21 going into the half.
The Broncos got the ball to start off
the second half, but Zabransky fum-
See Foot.ball [paile 61
In the second overtime, the Boise
State Broncos kept their perfect sea-
son alive, barely edging out San Jose
State 56-49 on the road Saturday in
San Jose.
A game that was suppose to be a
blowout, came down to a Jon Helman-
dollar one-yard rushing touchdown
in the first series of the overtime pos-
session. The Broncos defense stopped
the Spartans in the next possession
BY DRHIELLE UERHULP
Haws Wrltar
White supremacists spur
conversation on immigration
Kaltenecker keeps feathered
friends close to heart
The Speak Up Forum
will be in the Hatch
Ballroom at 6 p.m ..
Nov. 17
BY MONICR PRICE
Naws Editor
"Stop Immigration. Non-whites
are turning America into a third
world slum," claims a National Alli-
ance leaflet. The white supremacy
group's leaflets were anonymously
dropped off at the Cultural Center
early in the semester.
Stephanie Lounsbury, cultur-
al center graduate assistant, was
shown the leaflets. Someone asked
her what the Cultural Center could
do. Lounsbury decided to address
the issue head on by bringing the
community together to debate im-
migration.
Those events gave rise to the
Speak Up Forum on Racism and
Immigration. A panel of faculty
and communlty members will rep-
resent the pro and con sldes of Im-
:rJgr:.tio:1:-'iss1!e!t .'~_~Our:.__"int~tlon
is to have Intellectual dlscourse
ing the migration of songbirds, ognizes that he would be un-
hawks, eagles, falcons, and able to achieve the success that
owls each fall. It is during the he does without their constant
Greg Kaltenecker has a soft fall that these birds gather on support.
spot for Idaho's feathered the Boise Ridge in concentrat- The Idaho Bird Observatory
friends. Kaltenecker, director cd groups. is hoping to continue to expand
of the Idaho Bird Observatory, In addition to the tracking its services to the community.
recently won an award for his project, the IBOparticipates in Kaltenecker and his colleagues
contributions to the field of environmental education for are currently trying to devel-
bird studies, as well as his ef- school-aged children. Kalte- op and raise funds fora year-
forts in environmental educa- necker and his colleagues work round environmental program
tion. to introduce children to birds to take elementary students
The Idaho Bird Observatory and their habits, and involve into the field. affording them
is a non-profit organization them is such projects as hawk a unique up-close experience
that studies and monitors the counts, songbird mist-nesting, with the birds. Currently, the
population trends and migra- and forest owl research. These lBO's work is limited to the fall
tion patterns of various types educational programs are also season.
of birds along the Boise Ridge. offered to local bird groups and Kaltenecker feels that the ef-
It acts as an education and re- the general public. forts of the mOhave a signifi- I
search unit of BSU's College of Kaltenecker was recently cant impact on the Boise area, :
Arts and Sciences and biology awarded an Environmental "Our work is really important I '
department. Educator of the Year award by in the community because ft. I .
Kaltenecker is a former BSU the Idaho Environmental Edu- gives people the opportunity to' II
student who earned a bachelor cation Association. The award see birds innature up close and'
of science In biology and a mas- recognizes those who giveback in person." . ;.:.
ter's degree in raptor biology. to the community through ed- As for the envitOIlIl1ental
Ten years ago he' co-found- ucation about an aspect of na- educator award. Kaltenecker
ed the Idaho Bird Observatory ture. calls it "a terrific honor," and
with colleague Marc Bechard Kaltenecker ' feels strongly Is highly appreciative that the
after discovering that the Bol- . that his efforts are not lndl- workoftheIBOwasrecognized
se Ridge attracts significantly vidual In' nature, but rather; throughout the state: W1tbthe
large concentrations of mig rat- require the contributions of continued support of the com·:',
Ing rap tors and songbirds. ' an entire group of Indivi~. '.'munIty,Kalteneck:er,b'eUe'Ve$l
Kaltenecker's primary work Various crews aid in the moni- ,that theworkofthe,~,~~;,
..ith '.the IBOin'.';}lvc:;trnck •.. !QringQLthe.hlr-fls.,~~~~ •.~g~~~t9JJr~:'1k-' ;,i~D·::·~i
(FIIllI1l BYIlll:HAE SWIJlllIDVlllE AIIIllltJl)
Stephanie tcunaburp stand a b~ a postar for the Spea\( Up Forum, which 01111be
held In the Hatch Ballroom on Nou. 17. at 5 pm. It was an eKtremlst group that
dropped ofr a poater suggastlng stop to Immlgretlon that spurrad tha naed for
tha Speak Up Forum.
abouL.immigration," said Loun-
sbury. "I know I have a lot to learn
about it."
The National Alliance leaflets
spurred the conversation. But rath-
er than respond with a similar kind
of hatred, Lounsbury '.decided it
wml1dbe better to.bring both sides
.:together' aild"dIscUsS the Issues
surrounding immigration. "Silence
is perceived as acceptance," said
Lounsbury. Rather than silence,
the forum will discuss and repre-
sent both pro and con sides. The
audience is encouraged to submit
questions to the moderator.
J
WASHINGTON - Yasser Arafat's
death opens a narrow window of op-
portunity for President Bushto engage
Friends say don't
discount little-known
new,PalestfuIan
Authority president
,
i'
GAZA CITY, Gaza Strip - The Pal-
estinian Authority's new president
couldn't be more different from Yas-
ser Arafat, having little name recogni-
tion and no more political clout than a
"small flsh," as one prominent Pales-
tinian journalist described him.
Even Rauhi Fattouh's younger broth-
er said he hoped the 55-year-old would
leave his new post after general elec-
tions early next year.
But friends of Fattouh advise against
too quickly dismissing a man who rose
from a refugee camp in the southern
Gaza Strip to become speaker of the
Palestinian Legislative Council last
spring. That, position automatically
propelled him to the presidency Thurs-
day, hours after his predecessor died in
a Paris hospital.
Fattouh is part of a younger gen-
eration that many Palestinians would
like to see take political control. He's
an Arafat critic who opposed the 1993
Oslo Accords, which established the
Palestinian Authority.
But he doesn't belong to any of the
powerful committees within the Pal-
estine Liberation Organization whose
backing he would need to be effec-
tive. Those committees debated be-
hind closed doors in recent days about
whether to bypass the law and Fattouh
to appoint a successor instead.
"We'll see if he likes the idea ofwield-
ing authority, particularly vis-a-vis Abu
Ala (Prime Minister Ahmed Qureial,
who is technically subordinate to him,"
senior Israeli political analyst YossiAI-
pher said. "Everything I've heard about
him is'tpat he has no such ambitions
and no such ability. But we'll have to
wait and see."
Arafat's death provides
a narrow window for
U.S. involvement in
Mideast peacemaking
world.
decisively for the first time in making
peace between Israel and the Palestin-
ians, current and former U.S. officials
said Thursday.
" If history is any guide, the chance
will be fleeting, extremists could sab-
otage any progress with violence and
political caution could lead to missed
opportunities.
Following the lead of Israeli Prime
Minister Ariel Sharon, Bush refused to
have any dealings with Arafat for more
than two years because of the Palestin-
ian leader's unwillingness to end terror
attacks on Israelis. Bush instead called
on Palestinians to choose leaders com-
mitted to peace.
In that time, the United States was
essentially absent from what diplomats
eupherntstlcally call "the peace pro-
cess." Sharon went his own way, build-
Ing a security wall along the West Bank
and planning Israel's disengagement
from the Gaza Strip.
The key question Iswhether the Bush
administration will intervene to pro-
mote an Israeli-Palestinian dialogue or
hang back to see what kind of Palestin-
Ian leaders emerge. '
"We need to get in there now ... and
begin to have a three-way dialogue,"
said Dennis Ross, the U.S.Middle East
envoy under the first President Bush
and President Clinton.
Supreme Court hears
case 'on drug-sniffing
dogs' role in searches
WASHINGTON- An hour of debate
at the Supreme Court on Wednesday
over the scope and limits ofthe Fourth
Amendment and personal, privacy
boiled down to a five-word question: Is
a sniff a search?
Roy Caballes said it is, especially
when police stop you for speeding,
then have a K-9unit sniff around your
car for drugs. In Caballes' case, the dog
found $256,000 worth of marijuana
stashed in the trunk. Police arrested
Caballes, and he was sentenced to 12
years in prison. ,
Caballes' lawyer told the court
Wednesday that the traffic stop didn't
give Illinois state troopers probable
cause to search Caballes' car for drugs,
so the dog's sharp nose was an infringe-
ment on Caballes' privacy rights.
nat.mnal
But Illinois officials, backed by the
Justice Department, told the justices
that a sniffing dog isn't really a search,
at least not as far as the Constitution is
concerned. It's a reasonable investiga-
tive tool, they said, no different from
the trooper's own eyes or nose.' More-
over, Caballes has no right of privacy
when It comes to contraband.
"Dog sniffs are unique in that they
only reveal the presence or absence of
contraband," Illinois Attorney General
Lisa Madigan told the justices. "And
there's no privacy right for drugs."
The case, one in a long line of search-
and-seizure issues to reach the Su-
preme Court, allows the justices to
, continue refining the lines between
personal liberty and police authority.
Aruling is expected by July.
local/bsu
Holiday help program
Do you know of a student in need of
help this Holiday Season? .
The colleges. departments, and orga-
nizations of Boise State University are
interested in assisting any Boise State
student who needs help providing a
happy holiday for his or, her family.
If you are InterestedIn assistance for
yourself or a friend, simply complete
and return the Holiday Wishapplica-
tion to: Student Recreation Center,
Administration Office, Room 102, be-
tween 8 a.m. - noon and 1p.m. - 5 p.m.
For more information, call 426-
5641. Application must be received by
Wednesday, Nov. 17. Confidentiality
will be maintained.
Elizabeth Edwards
begins cancer
therapy
WASHINGTON - Elizabeth
Edwards began, her battle
against breast cancer this week,
launching an aggressive 16-
week course of chemotherapy, '
to be followed by surgery, then
radiation.
The wife of Sen. John' Ed-
wards of North Carolina is also
speaking out for the first time
since her Nov. 2 diagnosis. In
a People magazine article that
will hit newsstands Friday, she
said she's determined to beat
the disease - partly to keep a
promise to her young children,
who often stayed in Washing-
ton while their parents cam-
paigned across the country for IUl!m<mJOYlllJVlrnIJiltJUElI'IIIJlACAI1iESS
the Kerry-Edwards ticket. Elozebot~ Edwerds after her spnach to delegates at
Dr. Marisa Weiss, a Philadel- tha Oamocrotlc National tonuentron
phia-based breast oncologist
and founder of www.breast-
cancer.org, told The Charlotte Observ-
er that Edwards' treatment - a dose of
chemotherapy every other week over
16weeks, to shrink the tumor - is con-
sistentwlth cases where the cancer has
spread to the lymph nodes.Weiss, who
was also quoted In People.
But a source close to Edwards said
that a needle biopsy ofher lymph nodes
indicated no signs of cancer.
Get Involved! Applications are now available for the following positions:
1. ASBSU Election Chair
2,. ASBSU Fee Proposal Committee
3. BSU Student Radio Advisory Committee
4. BSU Children's Center Advisory Committee
5. BSU Non-discrimination & Affirmative Action Committee
6. BSU Parking & Transportation Advisory Committee
7. BSU Parking Citations Appeal Committee
8. BSU Campus ID Advisory Committee
9. ASBSU Financial Manager
10. ASBSU Financial Advisory Board
THE A SSOCIATED
STUDENTS OF BOISE
l~TATE {JNIVERS~TY
YOUR STUDENT GOVERNMENT
For more Information, please contact Personnel Recruitme nt
Coordinator Joyce Ward at 426·1147
Gingerbread holiday
village '
Come see and bid on exquisite gin-
gerbread house creations and other
auction items in this dinner benefit for
Family Advocate Program, a non-profit
organization working to keep children
safe and families strong.' The event
takes place Nov. 19 at 5:30 p.rn, at the
local/bsu
BigEasy. Tickets are $75 each. For more
information contact www.familyadvo-
cate.org or call 345-3344 x1I5
whallhe?
Blaml Ouch! That hurts!
Don't stop
Aman in Nuremberg, Germany, was
having trouble sleeping because of the
constant noise from the nearby sado-
masochism parlor. So he walked over
and opened fire on a patron, wounding
him slightly.
Likes: summer nights,
cuddling, parole
An Illinois ex-convict tried to pay the
membership fee for an online dating
service with a check from the account
of the county jail, where he had previ-
ously resided. The check was not hon-
ored and he was arrested.
U was like a bad
cartoon, dude
A6-foot-4, 260-pound police officer,
headed to a Halloween party in Leth-
bridge, Alberta, dressed as the giant
green ogre Shrek, stopped at a liquor
store with three other off-duty cops,
and saw two young robbers fleeing the
scene with stolen booze. He gave them
a chase.
He caught one of them who said later
that he was extremely frightened when
he saw "this big Shrek chasing me."
A clear case of
persecution
A man took great advantage of the
fact that drunken driving was a misde-
meanor in Minnesota no matter how
many times you were arrested, racking
up 23 alcohol-related driving offenses
in 23 years. He hasn't even had' a driv-
er's license since 1984.
But the party ended when the felony
drunken driving law was passed. He
will be in the lockup for the next five
years.
[www.AS_BSU.org] •
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United States trails in
new race to the moon
BY ROBERT S. BOYD
Knight RI~der Newspepers
WASHINGTON- A new race to
the moon is under way, and the
United States is lagging behind a
swarm of foreign competitors.
AEuropean spaceship, Smart-I,
is due to enter lunar orbit Mon-
day night. Four other moon mis-
sions - two Japanese, one Chinese
and one Indian - are planned for
launch in the next three years.
But the next American space-
ship to visit the moon won't go
up until 2008 at the earliest. That
trip would be the first step toward
President Bush's ambitious call
to send humans to Mars a gen-
eration from now, but even the
moon-shot depends on approval
from a skeptical Congress.
The six lunar ventures planned
for this decade are all unmanned
orbiters. None would attempt to
land robots or humans on the
moon's surface, but they would
study it from afar with scientific
instruments.
Bush's plan wouldn't return
flesh-and-blood earthlings to the
moon' surface until at least 2015.
That would be 43 years after the
last Apollo astronaut carne home
from the moon.
Moon enthusiasts deplore the
delay. "It's an embarrassment,"
said Alan Binder, a planetary sci-
entist and founder of the Lunar
Research Institute in 'Iucson,
Ariz. "We've wasted almost four
decades .... It's heart-breaking."
Reaching the moon was the
highest-prestige space goal dur-
ing the ColdWar,when the United
States and the Soviet Union com-
peted to demonstrate their scien-
tific and technological prowess.
Now Mars is the glamour tar-
get, but scientists think there's
still much to be learned from ex-
ploring the moon with robots or
humans. .
Six Apollo missions, from 1969
to 1972,explored only a tiny frac-
tion of the lunar surface, all near
the equator. Since then, the Unit-
ed States has sent two scientific
spacecraft to study the moon's
polar regions: Clementine in 1994
and the Lunar Prospector in 1998.
Both found tantalizing hints of
frozen water, but no positive evi-
dence.
The upcoming missions, if they
succeed, would provide much
greater detail about the moon's
structure, gravity and magne-
tism. Their sponsors hope to iden-
tify potentially valuable resources
that could support a permanent'
moon base and a way station for
voyages throughout the solar sys-
tem.
Lunar experts say they aren't
troubled by the prospect that the
flock of moon voyages could du-
plicate one another and waste
precious resources.
"The more people are doing
things in space, the better for
everybody," said Paul Spudis, a
planetary scientist at the Johns
Hopkins University Applied Phys-
ics Laboratory in Laurel, Md. "The
data these missions collect could
be of value to us and other na-
tions. It's win-win for everybody."
"In science, it never hurts to du-
plicate," Binder said.
Of course, there's a chance that
some - perhaps most - of the pro-
posed spacecraft never will be
launched or will fail to complete
their missions.
"The probability is less than 50-
50 they'll even get off the ground,"
Binder said.
Spudis is more optimistic: "No
doubt there will be some space-
craft failures and perhaps some
instrument failures. But I antici-
pate a high success rate."
UFO's (from pegel)
1/2.priced Haircuts!
Boise Perfect Look. 1217 S. Broadway Ave
S(tampoo alld slylillg extra
firmed.'
Hastings said the UFOs
are monitoring 'U.S. nuclear
weapon sites and have tam-
pered with nuclear missiles.
"Wehave documents and we
have testimony where these
objects have hovered over the
nuclear missiles and sudden-
ly the missiles malfunction,"
Hastings said.
Hastings mentioned an-
other event that occurred at
Malmstrom Air Force Base in
the spring of 1967.UFOs hov-
ered over some of the bases
missile silos and all the nu-
clear missiles began to mal-
functlcn. Less than 24 hours
later UFOs were spotted over
missile silos 30 miles away
and they too malfunctioned,
Hastings said.
He does not blame the gov-
ernment for their policy of
secrecy regarding UFOs, but
feels the public should be giv-
en the facts.
Hastings has addressed
over 500 colleges and univer-
sities since he began lecturing
in 1981.
"I'm always gonna have a
few skeptics but if people give
me the benefit of the doubt for
90 minutes the overwhelming
majority of people who attend
my programs are extremely
impressed by the seriousness
and the documented nature of
the material."
ENINc
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$11.00
$9.50
$10.00
w/coupon
$5.50
$4.75
$5.00
Adults
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Boise Perfect Look
1217 S. Broadway Ave • (208) 338-7888
Located in tfte Broadway Plaza
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lolco • Paul Mitchell. BioIage • Sebastian • Nioxin
ABBA. Perfections • Nexxus • Redken
FAMI~Y HAIRCARE WITHOUT APPOINTMHlTS
AN EMPLOYEE OWNED COMPANY
Visit us at: pedectlooksalons,com
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I
I
I
I
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You must present this coupon at the time of service. I
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A'College Freshman at 7S
BY ERIN PERKINS
Bleck College Wire
Charles William Dodd is not a
typical freshman. He dresses con-
servatively, preferring blue but-
ton-down shirts to oversized T-
shirts and neat gray slacks to sag-
gingjeans. .
But what distinguishes him
most is that he is 75. Dodd is not
only older than his student peers,
but, it is sale to assume, than the
professors and lecturers.
Born April 15, 1929, in Twin-
branch, W. Va., then a coal-min-
ing town, Dodd has always had a
keen interest in education. He was
raised in Pennsylvania by an aunt
and uncle. His aunt was a teacher
who instilled a love of learning.
But instead of pursuing a degree,
which he says in his day was not
a requirement to teach school,
Dodd joined a police department.
Through the years, he moved into
human relations and then into
training.
Dodd shuns the attention his
age brings. "Imust raise a few eye-
brows," he said, "but I don't mean
to ... I feel more comfortable mix-
ing in." But it is age and experience
that drives Dodd's curiosity.
An education major, he said that
his classroom experiences will be
a positive influence if he decides
to teach.
"I am more inquisitive of them
[than they are of me] because I
have not had the privilege of be-
ing .around youth." Dodd added.
Of the students, he said, "It is a
challenge to listen and learn the
behavioral patterns."
The paths that led Dodd to Win-
ston-Salem State were unexpect-
ed. He came to the city ofWinston-
Salem to care for his 94-year-old
mother, who recently died. That
lured him to the university.
"I had a curiosity that was not
satisfied until I enrolled," Dodd
said, adding that he had not
thought of attending any univer-
sity before registering at Winston-
Salem State. "I want to have the
experience of education," he said.
"I hope to grow into what Iwant to
do."
Dodd called each new day a test,
alearnlngexperiencethatwilliead
to something positive. "I can only
look at life as a complete challenge
every day," he said. That's why, at
75, he has no regrets - just bound-
less curiosity.
Erin Perkin! LJ a student at Winston-Salem State
lln;Jvcrsltywllo ",rilesfor The NewsArgus.
,I
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Attentio.n chocolate
~hin cookie lovers----Jl..- . - ....:;.- '.
SPECIAL FEATURE
Did you know that you
could get inventor Ruth
Graves Wakefield's
original 1930's all-natural
chocolate chip cookie
recipe?
Her classic recipe
inexpensively and easily
makes 100 delicious
tasting nnd smelling
chocolate chip cookies in
a quick 10 to 12 minutes.
As you'll experience,
therc's really nothing like
the sensual pleasure of
biting into these blissful
cookies full of warm, oozy
morsels of chocolate
inside, straight from the
oven, while you're
guzzling down your
favorite milk.
Soft, chewy, crisp, and
crunchy all at once, these
are the standard against
which most chocolatc chip
cookies are judged. In
comparison, nonnaI store
bought chocolate chip
cOQkiesjust don't come
close in taste, texture or
aroma.
This original recipe is
the "secret" ingredient that
started and, in an altered
state, still fuels the modem
colossal chocolate chip
coolde empire.
In fact, the entire
chocolate morsel industry
is a result of restaurateur
and dietieian Ruth Graves
Wakefield's invention of
this chocolate chip cookie
recipe. Today,
approximately ninety
million bags of chocolate
morsels are sold each year,
representing 150 million
pounds of
cookies--enough cookies
annually to circle the
giobittenntitCilt
.This classic recipe is
. no\\, avaiJabl~Witha new
.:. ... .-
__ equally tasty whole-wheat
flour -version, some other
savory chocolate chip
--cookie variat~ns, and the
name of the only company
whiCh-;ells-;ready to bake
"pre-mix''-cookie dough in
the ~petmarket based on
the original chocolate chip
cookie recipe.
Also included is an
excellent cookie-baking
guide that provides
complete details on
needed tools, the latest
most effective techniques
and timesaving short cuts,
a list of valuable
resources, and even a
chocolate and cookie
history. So even if you've
never baked a thing in
your life, you'll bea
"star" baker every time
you make cookies.
Now you'll impress and
delight your romantic
partner, family, friends,
schoolmates or co-workers
any time they inhale the
mouth-watering sweet
aroma and taste the
heavenly, natural flavors
of your finger-licking
good chocolate chip
cookies. Plus you'll be
prepared to give a
personalized gift every
special day and holiday, or
"at any pa-rty, picnic or
family gathering, that'll
bring you lots of
compliments and
affectionate appreciation.
By the way, the latest
scientific research reveals
that unadulterated and
pure, real chocolate is
actually good for
you-rich in vitamins,
minerals, antioxidants, and"
a naturalanti<u:pressant.
So free yourself from any
- guilt in eating and
enjQy!~g ~ choC(Jlate~..
. -What gives real
chocolate "bad press" is
: . ... -
the results of eating the
vastly inferior, truly
unhealthy product that
most people have only
known, which real
chocolate experts refer to
as "fast food" chocolate.
In this enjoyable new
report, you'H leam how to
tell the difference, plus
where to get the best lip
smacking chocolate on the
planet.
The bottom line: with
this successful chocolate
chip cookie recipe plus the
easy cookie baking guide,
you'll have fun baking,
and enjoy great pleasure
and satisfaction eating and
sharing, these exquisite
tried and true classic
cookies.
To immediately get
your copy of the Ruth
Graves Wakefield original
chocolate chip cookie
recipe, its modern
variations, the name of the
"pre-mix" dough version
in supcnnarkcts, and the
easy cookie baking guide;
legibly write your name
and address plus the words
"THE CLASSIC
CHOCOLATE CHIP
COOKIE REPORT" on a
piece of paper, and mail it
with a check or money
order for $14.75 ($12.75 +
$2.00 p&h) today to:
T.CRUZ, 3526 SW n»
Street, Dept.57, Miami,
Florida 33135 U.S.A.
This report comes with
a full 30-day money back
guarantee of satisfaction,
and is sold exclusively by
mail order.
Highly recommended.
--r -
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are supposed to accept it - nay!
We are supposed to be grateful
for it! Well, to me this is a call to
arms! Nonviolent arms of civil
disobedience. We must actively
engage in street protests, sit-ins,
strikes, boycotts, debates, and
create new political parties and
resulted in freedom for more than
a thousand tomato and orange
pickers held in debt bondage and
resulted in prison sentences for
agricultural employers,
4.According to the U.S.Depart-
ment of Labor, the average piece
rate paid to tomato harvesters in
1980 was 40 cents per 32-pound
bucket. Today, harvesters still re-
ceive 40 cents per bucket, earning
in inflation-adjusted dollars less
than one-half of what they did 24
years ago. At 40 cents per bucket,
workers must pick and haul two
tons oftomatoes to earn $50.
5.Yum! Brand Foods, Inc. is the
largest restaurant corporation in
the world, with annual sales ex-
ceeding $22 billion, It is the par-
ent corporation of Taco Bell, the
corporation purchasing the larg-
est amount of Florida tomatoes.
6. At the same time that farm
workers' wages have declined
precipitously, the share of profits
from tomatoes paid to growers
has also fallen. Only the corpo-
rate share has increased. In 1990
farmers received 40 percent of·
the value of the tomato crop. To-
day they receive only 25 percent.
Yum! Brands takes the remaining
profits.
7.The CIW is making three de-
mands: 1)TacoBell/Yum pays one
penny more per pound of toma-
toes to its suppliers and ensures
that the payment is passed on to
the workers; 2) Taco Bell/Yum
implements an enforceable and
independently verifiable code of
conduct to eliminate labor abuses
in its supply chain; and 3) Taco
Bell/Yum uses its purchasing
power to convene three-way talks
between themselves, the CIW,
and the growers.
8. Former President Jimmy
Carter made the following state-
ment after unsuccessful negotia-
tions at the Carter Center between
the CIWand Taco Bell/Yum:
"I have followed with concern
for a number of years the appall-
ing working conditions in the
Florida-based tomato industry.
While production costs in the
industry have increased over the
past 25 years, wages have 'been ef-
fectively stagnant, as giant coop-
erative buying mechanisms hold
prices down. Conditions are so
bad in parts of the industry that
there have been two separate
prosecutions for slavery in recent
years .... While Yum's belated ac-
knowledgment of the need for
improved pay and conditions is
welcome, this cannot be consid-
ered a serious proposal. Yum is
saying that oniy if the CIW ends
its boycott will it be willing to
support efforts to improve wages,
and only if the rest of the indus-
try does. This is a lost opportunity
for the head of the world's largest
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They launched a toothless
campaign that was only a
few shades from Bush's,
representing similar' cor-
porate interests and offer-
ing no passion, no hope for
the majority of Americans
who are sick of being left
behind and trampled upon
in every possible way. And
in the end, John Kerry and
John Edwards broke their
promise that they would
not give up until the very
last vote was counted. This
is not democracy, we are
not being represented.
The Democratic Party,
nothing more than a com-
pliant actor in a bipartisan
consensus, must be com-
pletelyabandoned.
Conservative fundamen-
talists have wrested near
complete control of Con-
gress and gained a carte blanche
to pursue their caustic agenda.
No doubt, what's left of our civil
liberties, job security and safety
net, and political access will be
attacked with unprecedented pre-
dacity. And they will be very sue-
cessful ifwe do not take measures
now to curtail them: We have this
election outcome as testament to
their power, ambition, and fer-
ventness.
We have been betrayed, bam-
boozled, slapped around, whored
out, lied to, stepped on and we
,.'. "_'~~ .; _':'."'.' ,-,"' -- - .i:», -;1 .<
~i1ii'eredo we go from here?
'''; ..~>,' .. r .'
restaurant company to take the
iead in eliminating human rights
abuses that he knows exist within
his supply chain."
9. Unsuccessful negotiations
with Taco Bell/Yum led to a na-
tionwide boycott of Taco Bell,
launched three years ago to en-
courage serious consideration of
the farm workers' demands.
10. The boycott has received
broad support and is currently
endorsed by 35 religious orga-
nizations including, the United
Methodist Church, Presbyterian
Church (USA),Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ), United
Church of Christ, Pax Christi USA
(Roman Catholic justice organi-
zation), the Ecumenical Council
of the Episcopal Church and the
National Council of Churches. In
addition, the boycott has been
endorsed by forty-four global
justice, community and workers'
rights organizations and sixteen
student organizattons.
11. Major universities includ-
ing the University of Chicago; the
University ofSan Francisco; Notre
Dame; the University of Pennsyl-
vania; University of California,
Berkeley; University of Califor-
nia, Los Angeles; Duke Univer-
sity; San Diego State University,
Middle Tennessee State Univer-
sity; California State University,
Los Angeles and Cal Poly Pomona
have endorsed the boycott and
terminated or refused to establish
relationships with Taco Bell.
12. Boise State University, how-
ever, while aware of the growing
"Boot the Bell" boycott move-
ment, has elected to accept $4
million over a 15year period from
Es-O-En, the Taco Bell franchisee
that operates 45 Taco Bell out-
lets in three states in the Pacific
Northwest, in exchange for re-
naming the Pavilion "Taco Bell
Arena."
13. It has 'been suggested that
the Taco Bell franchisee contract-
ing with Boise State University is
distinguishable from Taco Bell
nationally because the tomatoes
it serves do not come from Florida
and the franchisee operates inde-
pendently of Taco Bell. This con-
tention falls short in three ways.
o Es-O-En benefits from the
national branding it receives'
through its affiliation with Taco
Bell in many ways including the
$220 million advertising cam-
paign financed by Taco Bell cor-
porate headquarters.
o The direct linkage of the fran-
chisee to national Taco Bell was
made clear by the Taco Bell cor-
porate headquarters in Irvine,
California. Taco Bell Corpora-
tion purchased a full page ad in
rassed and ashamed. There is no
excuse for a 3.5 mil\ion popular
vote margin in favor of the most
George W. Bush wil\ now be malevolent, immoral group of
President for another four long people in recent history.
years. The optimistic euphoria Moreover, this has widened the
progressive Americans and oth- chasm between the United States
, ers around the world had invested and the world and declares that
in instantly evaporated with John we are united against everyone
.Kerry's premature concession. else. How frightening.
We are left to welter in a state of AIIthis in the face of one of the
disbelief and hopelessness. It most concerted efforts to mobi-
seems as thougliwe are living a lize Americans againsttheirlead-
nightmare."':'!"" " er, who, despite his nominal vic-
The question of legitimacy has tory through elections that can
been posed since January 2001 scarcely be accused ofbeing dem-
and now America has spoken and ocratic, remains the most unpop-
absolved the BushAdministration ular president ever. How was the
of four years of brutal war - war most loathed person in the world
in Iraq, Haiti, and Afghanistan; granted another four years in the
war on the UN, education, and most powerful position on Earth?
civil liberties; war on the work- The Bush campaign built a
ing class and labor rights; war on skyscraper of fear and played
peor people, children, the elderly; on it, pandering to the wealthy
war on women, gay people, immi- elite, the ruthless Christian irn-
grants, people of darker complex- moral minority that erroneously
ion. How did this happen? pretends to piety, and other eco-
In 2000 Bush's presidency was nomically and sociallyvulnerable
egregiously stolen; this time Americans, many ofwhom are fed
America handed it to him on a sil- up with the blatant failure of our
ver platter and lent it boundless "democratic process."
legitimacy. We should be embar- The Democrats were no better.
> ~' .....
BY JUSTIN HURST
Guesl Opinion
AUTHORIZED BY THE
FACULTY SENATE
NOU. 9, eoo~
DERR PRESIDENT KUSTRR:
We believe the administration
thought it was acting in the best
interests of the University when
it entered the agreement renam-
ing the Pavilion "Taco Bell Are-
na." This letter, together with the
Faculty Senate resolution it expli-
cates, reflects ongoing dialogue
about the advisability of an agree-
ment between Boise State Univer-
sity and Taco Bell.This agreement
has been the major focus of dis-
cussion for three s~~s.ionsof the
Faculty Senate. Following nearly
three hours of public testimony
by supporters and opponents at
our Oct. 12 and 26 meetings and
review of related materials posted
publicly on the Senate website,
the Senate on Oct. 26 voted 17-2
in support of the following reso-
lution:
"As the representative body of
the faculty at Boise State Univer-
sity, the Faculty Senate resolves
that the name of the Pavilion be
reinstated. We resolve that the
contract between Boise State Uni-
versity and Taco Bell be terminat-
ed and that the corporate logos of
Taco Bell be removed from any
and all buildings and facilities."
; Passing this resolution was an
action deliberated with grave con-
cern and recognition of its fiscal
and ethical implications for our
university. Because we wished to
share with you the rationale for
our resolution, a working com-
mittee was established to articu-
late a detailed explanation of the
Senate's action. This letter articu-
lates that rationale and requests a
meeting with you to explore our
mutual concerns for the well-be-
ing of Boise State University.
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media of information that
are not beholden to private
interests (ie commercial
advertising). Equally im-
portant is the demand for
the immediate abdication
of every member of the
Bush Administration for
their complicity in crimes
against humanity. Not one
is beyond the infection of
culpability.
Finally, it is crucial that
we not buy into the illu-
sion that it is a majority
that supports Bush's un-
apologetic orgy of crime.
His foundation is com-
prised of a very loud, well-
funded, well-organized
minority that was able to
manipulate the American
public through deceptive,
dirty campaign trickery,
strident media bombard-
ment, faulty electronic voting
machines, and dubious political
connections. We must confer and
unite to topple this tower of Bab-
ylon before it grows too tall and
crashes down upon us.
resulted in the nationwide Taco
Bell boycott. Recognizing that
Boise State, like most universities
today, is strapped for cash, she
lauded the role of the university
as a place for ethical discourse
that offers solutions to problems
facing society.
Robinson offered the hope that
Taco Bell might follow the path
taken by the Gap, the major cloth-
ing chain that, in response to
boycott and public concern, has
become an advocate for fair wag-
es and safe working conditions in
its supply chain. Talking about
possibilities and hope for a bet-
ter world, she encouraged Boise
State University, in a principled
way, to return the money and to
. tel! Taco Bell that we cannot do
business with them until Taco
Bell and Yum! Brands change
their ways. In so doing we can
encourage support for the rights
of farm workers and attract na-
tional attention that will help us
take our desired place as a major
metropolitan research institution
with a recognized commitment
to civic engagement.
Boise State University is grow-
ing toward maturity and is poised
to take its place as an outstanding
institution of higher education in
our region and nation. We memo
bers of the Faculty Senate are
committed to the work that will
be required to realize our dream
of a university that is a beacon of
enlightenment, a university that
consciously engages all members
of our increasingly diverse com-
munity, a university committed
to the enhancement of universal
human rights.
We are committed to creating
the human resources and seeking
the financial resources that will
be needed to realize our dream.
Taking the principled stand advo-
cated by our students and faculty,
by. our community, our neigh-
bors, the Coalition of Immokalee
Workers, the national religious
community, and human rights
leaders President Carter and UN
High Commissioner Mary Robin-
son is a key step toward realizing
our dream.
Such a principled stand would
also likely be "good business" for
Boise State University; attracting
the support of individuals' and
,corporations wishing to be iden-
tified with an institution of integ-
rity. '
President Kustra, we urge you
and your administration to join
us .on this path to becoming a
great university. We welcome
your leadership.
the BSUArbiter 00-25-04, p.9) in
an apparent attempt to influence
Senate deliberations.
o The origin of the tomatoes
served by Taco Bell in Boise is not
the issue. The issue is that Yum!
Brands requires all of its outlets to
purchase their produce through
the United Foodservice Purchas-
ing Coop., a Yum! Brands subsid-
iary. According to Like machines
in the field: Workers without
rights in Amerlcan agriculture,
an Oxfam America report (March
2004), "Squeezed by the buyers of
their produce, growers pass on the
costs and risks imposed on them
to the lowest rung of the supply
chain: the farmworkers they em-
ploy." The tremendous buying
povver of the United Fccdservice
Purchasing Coop-which sup-
plies Yum!Brands throughout the
country and the world-makes
tacos and fast food cheaper at the
expense of a living wage for grow'
ers and farmworkers.
14.It has also been argued that
because there have been no com-
plaints in the past several years
about Boise State University's
commercial relationship with
Taco Bell, it is somehow inappro-
priate to express concern today.
This contention falls short on two
accounts.
• Pointing out that a problem
has not been addressed previ-'
ously cannot be a justification for
continuing inaction when a prob-
lem is recognized. To so argue
would preclude support for any
possible social reform-the pas-
sage of women's suffrage, aboli-
tion of slavery, enactment of pub-
lic health regulations or laws re-
quiring children to attend school,
to name only a few examples.
• The conspicuous branding of
the Pavilion with the Taco Bell
logo creates a problem for mem-
bers of the Boise State University
community who are concerned
with human rights, especially
for Mexican and Mexican Ameri-
can students, faculty and staff.
Advertising campaigns that have
been conducted by Taco Bell are
repugnant to many who see them
as reinforcing undesirable stereo-
types. To require the university
community to participate in com-
mencement activities in a facility
so branded suggests insensitivity
to basic human dignity.
, 15. The Honorable Mary Rob-
inson, former United Nations
High Commissioner for Human
Rights, spoke eloquently about
our university's association with
Taco Bell during her BSU Dis-
tinguished Lecture (10-19-04).
She described the shocking farm
, worker living and working condi-
tions she personally had observed
in Florida and confirmed the ac-
curacy of the concerns that have
SINCERELY,
Tha BOI58 Slale Umuerallv
Facultv Senata
1. Boise State University is an
institute of higher learning com-
mitted to supporting human
rights.
. 2. The Coalition of Immokalee
Workers (CIW)has been attempt-
ing with little success for several
years to improve the wages and
working conditions of farm work-
ers in Florida. Although progress
has been made in reducing physi-
cal violence against individual
farm workers, working conditions
and wages fail to meet minimally
acceptable standards.
3. Immokalee is in South Flori-
da, an area referred to by a Justice
Department official as "ground
zero for modern slavery." Six cas-
es of involuntary servitude have
been successfully prosecuted in
the area in the past six years. The
CIW anti-slavery campaign has
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BSU volleyball unable
to close out regular
season with a win
EDITOR: TREUOR HORN 3~S-Bi!D~xID3 sports.erblteronhne.com
Defending PAC-IO champs begin quest for back-to-back title
sars
Broncos finish eMhlblllon
season unth a 13-61 win
BY TREUDR HORN
Sports Editor
The Boise State men's basket-
ball team finally showed up on
the court Thursday night at the
Taco Bell Arena, beating North-
west Nazarene University 73-6-1.
Less than a week after a hu-
miliating loss in front ofthe home
crowd in their first exhibition
game to Albertson College, the
Broncos looked like a team, rather
than a hunch of players. Senior
center Jason Ellis led the team
with 15 points, and pulled down
eight rebounds in front of a crowd
of3,241.
"We were more ready for this
game:' EfJissaid. "Wegot into it."
BSU head coach Greg Graham
changed the lineup a bit for the
Broncos to start the game. Last
Thursday's leading scorer Fran-
co Harris was not in the starting
lineup, instead starting newcom-
er Kareem Lloyd at the small for-
ward position. Lloyd played ex-
tremelywell, shooting sixof seven
from the field, scoring 13 points
and grabbing a game-high nine
rebounds for his second straight
game scoring in double figures in
his first season in Division 1bas-
ketball.
"I'm not concerned with start-
ing, I'm just concerned about what
I do on the floor:' Lloyd said.
Tempers flared early .in the
game for one of the Crusaders big
men. Center Daniel Nyom was
called for a technical foul after
he ran up the court in anger af-
ter being. called for an over the
back foul. Ten minutes later he
was called for another foul and
slammed the ball on the court for
which the ref then gave him an-
other technical, throwing him out
of the game with six minutes left
in the half. The game was tied at
that point, and the Broncos went
on a 10-7run, eight of those com-
ing from sophomore Seth Robin-
sori. The Broncos went into the
half up three, 34-31.
The Crusaders once again came
out firing from long distance after
the half. Mesut Ademoglu and
Ryan McCarthy scored the first 12
points for NNU in the second half,
taking the lead with 15 minutes
to play. NNU finished the game
draining 11three's un the night.
From there, the Crusaders nev-
er took the lead again.
Senior [errnaine Blackburn
looked at ease going to the hole,
as he dunked twice on the night,
the first giving the Broncos a late
six point lead. His second dunk
was followed up by an Eric Lane
three-pointer that gave the Bron-
cos a game-high lead of eight
Center Jason Ellis goes for the
besket during the Win ouer NNU
lest Thursde~ night. Elhs leed the
Broncos In scoring.
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but rather to show that they are
not willing to give up without a
fight.
The Broncos spread the ball
well throughout the game. Along
with the three players in double
figures, four others had at least
seven points. Starting guards Eric
Lane and Coby Karl both scored
eight points, along with Robin-
son's eight, Franco Harris came
off the bench to contribute seven
points.
Amajor weak spot for the Bron-
cos last season was their inability
to get rebounds when Jason Ellis
points with three to play.
"We played better:' Graham
said. "Our kids stepped up and
came back."
On a last ditch effort for NNU,
Eric Lane fouled David Leh-
rschall with 5.8 seconds on the
clock when Lehrschall attempted
a three, sending him to the line
for three shots. He made all, and
on the outlet pass Franco Harris
fired a bullet pass from half court
to Coby Karl who dunked it as
time expired. The dunk exempli-
fied the night for the Broncos, not
because they made a statement,
was not on the floor. However,
Rubinson, Blackburn and Lloyd
accounted for 17boards and gave
Ellis a chance to work on his scor-
ing.
"It's big knowing there are oth-
ers grabbing rebounds:' Ellis
said. "It makes me feel comfort-
able that I don't need to crash all
the time."
BY JE T'RIME TDYE
Sports Writer
to win:' Randall said. Boise State
has only met OSU once before,
scoring only five points to their 40
in the 1988-89season.
Randall hopes to take the Pacif-
icAthletic Conference champion-
ship again this year. With his 20-6
record, Randall has a great start.
In the last five years, BSUhas ac-
complished this feat three times,
alternating years with Arizona
State.
"We've never repeated the
championships in two consecu-
tive years," Randall said. "We're
looking for our horses to come
out. We want to produce All-
Americans."
He defines 'horses' as Flay-
ers who can go into the national
championships and 'All-Ameri-
cans' as players who place in the
top eight. Currently, Boise State
does not boast any Ali-Ameri-
cans.
When looking at this year's
schedule, Randall comments
that the term 'rival' is used rather
loosely.
"AnyPac-l0 team is a rival to us.
The two Oregon schools are prob-
able rivals, and of course Arizona
State puts up a challenge:' Ran-
dall said.
Boise State is ranked within the
top 30 in the nation, and the ex-
pected ranking within the Pac-1O
shows them tied at fourth. Taking
the Pac-l0 is like small potatoes to
Randall. His vision is more chal-
lenging, taking the team past the
Conference Championship roles
that have already been fulfilled
to the higher goal of the NCAA
National Championships. Last
year's feat of becoming the Pac-
10 champs was achieved with a
young team. The overall balance
of the team was noted as a key
factor- in "that accomplishment.
Randall is confident that the 15
The Boise State wrestling team
entered their first dual match of
the season this weekend against
Tennessee-Chattanooga and top
ranked Oklahoma State.
. The Broncos' duel-match record
showcased the solid season they
had, with a 9-3 record (ranked 18'10
nationally by the Wrestling Mall).
Third year head coach Greg Ran-
dall takes the challenge of meet-
ing the top ranked Cowboys
stride. "We're going in believing
we will win, and we will wrestle
We~kdayJumps as ID~ as S9.tt
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BY RMBER FUGER
Sports Writer
force game and match point. A
Bronco error led to a 32-30 game
three and match victory for the
Wolfpack.
Saturday night the Broncos ap-
proached their last match of reg-
ular season with ambition, but
were unable to close out against
Fresno State University.
A kill by Flunder opened up
the point for point battle of game
one. The Bulldogs jumped ahead
with a 20-12 lead. The Bulldogs
were able to maintain the lead
for a 30-26 game one victory,
Game two was another battle,
where the score was tied three
times. The lead never grew be-
yond three points. An assist from
Christina Melvin to Fenneman
awarded game point to the Bron-
cos for a 30-27 game two victory.
Three points was all either team
trailed by throughout the game.
The Bulldogs opened up game
three with a 4-0 run as a result
offour Bronco attack errors. The
Broncos scored their first point
off of Bulldog error. The Bull-
dogs recovered from their one
error with a 5-0 follow up run.
The Broncos were able tv
tie the game and force at game
point. Fresno State's Tuli Peters
and Mounia Niphalia closed out
game three with back-to-back
kills for a 31-29finish.
Game four was the last chance
for the Broncos to rally. The
Broncos trailed only a few points
in the beginning but were unable
to recover when the Bulldogs
took an 18-10lead. The Broncos
lost game four 30-16. The Bull-
dogs won the match 4-1.
The Broncos will take a day off
today but hit practice hard Tues-
day and Wednesday, said coach
Sandel. The Broncos will face off
against Fresno State again Fri-
day in the first round.
Boise State, was held to one
game during the final weekend
of regular season volleyball ac-
tlon. Bronco head coach Scott
Sandel said that it's time to rec-
ognize the third part of the sea-
son is just about to begin.
The University of Nevada
Wolfpack swept the Broncos 3-
o Thursday night in Reno. The
Broncos matched the Wolfpack
point-for-point in game one. A4-
oWolfpack run opened up a lead
the Broncos could not surpass.
A kill by Nevada's Karly Sipherd
gave the Wolfpack a 30-21 game
one victory.
In game two the Wolfpack's
solid offensive performance
gave them an early 17-4 lead. The
closest the Broncos were able to
come within was five points. The
Wolfpack coincidently closed
out game two 30-21.
Game three was intense
and the possibility of a Bronco
comeback was embedded in the
minds ofboth teams and the 742
excited fans.
Boise States Kim Fenneman
scored the first three Bronco
points. Three service aces one
by Jamie Claussen and two by
Cameron Flunder, a kill by Telia
Peterson, one by Heather Malas-
chak and aWolfpack attack error
sparked a 5-0 Bronco run. The
Broncos lost the lead but were
able to tie the game 20-20.
The Broncos took the lead but
the Wolfpack were on the prowl
and forced a 28-28 tie. Fenneman
scored to put the Broncos in
game-point position. A kill by
Nevada's Salaia Salavea pressed
a one point match. Flunder an-
swered back to tie the game at
30. Salavea attacked again to
returning players are a year old-
er, stronger, and faster. Seven of
them are starters placing a little
more experience on the front line.
Seniors Russell Brunson and Ja-
cob McGinnis head the starting
lineup with their upperclassmen
status. McGinnis is the defend-
ing Pac-l0 Conference Champi-
on, also looking for a consecutive
win.
The Broncos only lost one of
their NCAAqualifiers, welcoming
back Jacob McGinnis, K.C.Walsh,
Ben Cherrington, and Scott Jor-
gensen. Jorgensen returns after
an impressive Pac-l0 Champi-
onship in the 133 weight class,
hoping to improve his 3-2 NCAA
Tournament record in his junior
year. 2003-2004 was the Eagle,
Idaho native's first appearance at
the National Tournament.
With talent like this, Boise State
expects another winning season
out of the defending champions.
Take the fan base and mix in
Randall's gung-ho attitude, our
wrestling team has no choice but
to enjoy themselves as they put
their hard work to the test.
6928 W. State- Boise, Idaho 83703
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"Perforating the Populas of Idaho"
tans re-kick. The decision paid
off as Quinton Jones returned
the kick 54-yards to the San Jose
39 with 4:30 left. But, the Bron-
cos squandered the opportunity
to drive in for at least a field goal
and punted on fourth down after
a three and out possession. .
Spartans with the ball at their
own 20 after the Stringer punt
sailed into the end zone. The
Spartans drove the ball all the
way to the 13, where Spartans
kicker Jeff Carr lined up for the
32-yarder that could put San Jose
up by three with only 1:16on the
clock.
Alexander blocked the kick and
the Broncos got the ball back. Un-
able to get anything going, anoth-
er Stringer punt gave the Spartans
the ball with 19seconds left in the
game. The Spartans downed the
ball and forced overtime.
Bronco captain Andy Avalos
called heads at midfield, and the
Broncos elected to start on de-
fense to begin the first overtime.
On third and two, Martin ran
the ball straight up the middle
and coasted into the end zone,
putting the Spartans up by seven.
The Broncos needing a touch-
down to stay in the game, scored
on a Lee Marks 16-yard rush to tie
it up at 49 to force a second over-
time. That marked the first time
this season Marks has taken the
ball in for a score.
3506 Rosehill, Boise 343·3220
less I~an 13 milBs Irorn ~SU DBlwBBn OW1~BB & lala~
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BSU wins flnal·sHhlblllon
game on ·lhe hardwood
BY TREUOR HORN
Sports Editor
The Boise State women's basketball team fin-
ished out the exhibition season with a strong
team effort, beating Northwest Nazarene Uni-
versity 74-64 at the Taco Bell Arena Saturday
afternoon.
Guard Tasha Harris led the Broncos with
14points, as they kept the lead by at least five
points throughout the second half. Michelle
Hessing contributed 11 points and Cassidy
Blaine scored six of her nine points in the sec-
ondhalf.
The Broncos went on a 14-3 run with less
than two minutes to play in the first half, taking
a commanding 36-21 advantage going into the
intermission.
"Ifeel really good about this," BSUhead coach
Jen Warden said. "I feel we are putting together
a figure ofwhat we could be."
The Crusaders were led by Whitney Clark's
13 points off the bench, as they played 13dif-
ferent players throughout the game. The Bron-
cos also saw action from 12players. The pace of
the game was extremely up-tempo. Both teams
turned the ball over a combined 56 times, the
Crusaders giving it up 31 times, led by Nicole
Eggebraten's seven.
With 11minutes, 32 remaining in the game,
the Crusaders got within five points off a three-
point play by Whitney VanBrocklin. However,
the Broncos went on a 14-point run capped off
by two three-pointers by Blaine, as they had a
Is-point lead with less than nine to play.
Clark then hit a short jumper to bring the Cru-
saders within eight with 28 seconds remaining,
as that was the closest they came the rest of the
game.
"I think we progressed at our running game,"
Warden said.
The Broncos also got eight points each by
newcomer Benita Buggs and Heather Little off
the bench, as they shot 42.9 percent from the
floor.
Regular season opens Friday for the Broncos,
as they go on the road to play Washington State
on the road starting at 7p.m.locally.
Footba Illfrom pege I]
bled on second down to give the
Spartans the ball. The Broncos
forced a fourth down. The Spar-
tans lined up for the field goal, but
holder Beau Pierce took the snap
and ran the fake in to tie the game
back up again, 28-28 with 12:08
left in the third.
Then on, the next drive Kyle
Stringer's punt was blocked and
the Spartans recovered the ball at
the BSU20. Seven plays later, once
. again on fourth down, Dale Rog-
ers held the quarterback keeper at
the one to put the Spartans up 35-
28with 7:28 left in the third.
After a short kickoff return, T.J.
Acree (5 catches, 83 yards) made
an unbelievable catch at the 35
and ran up the field to the San
Jose State 48 for the 33-yard re-
ception. That led to an Antwaun
Carter 6-yard rushing touchdown
to tie the score at 35.
Gerald Alexander picked off the
There the Broncos began the
second overtime at the 2S-yard
line. Marks began the drive with
a 5-yard run. Zabransky then
kept the ball on second down and
rushed for nine yard to the 11.
There, Marks ran on the next two
downs to give the Broncos the ball
on the six for third down. Zabran-
sky made it across the first-down
line, setting up first-and-goal on
the one. There, Helmandollar
rushed in untouched, his third
score of the' game, putting the
Broncos up by seven.
Spartans now needing to score
to keep the game alive, Martin be-
gan the drive with an 8-yard rush.
From there Tafralis rushed over
the line, giving the Spartans first
and goal at the 10.Next play was
complete to Skillern at the four.
Alex Guerrero sacked Tafralis on
third-and-goal, and the Spartans
were forced into a fourth down
on the 5-yard line. Taflalis then
faked the option and rolled out.
All receivers covered tightly, he
ran to the left and was then forced
out by Gabe Franklin, giving the
Broncos the win, and keeping the
hopes of an undefeated season in
tack.
"Besides the fact that we
stubbed our toes a bit," Hawkins
said. "Werallied back and hung in
there. Our guys didn't blink and
guys didn't panic."
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Are these your
Worst Nightmare?
first play of the next drive at the
33, and after a 29-yard return, the
Broncos started the drive at the
San Jose 45. Lee Marks and Jeff
Carpenter rushed the ball for a
total of 41 yards on the first two
plays, and then Jon Helmandollar
rushed in for his second score of
the day, putting the Broncos lip by
seven. Marks finished the night
with a game and career-high 139
yards rushing.
The Broncos then, ended up
punting the ball two drives later,
and KyleStringer nailed an-yard
punt-and with a block in the
back call, pinned the Spartans on
their own 21-yard line.
Back-to-hack three and out
drives by both teams then set up
a field goal attempt by Bronco
kicker Tyler Jones. The senior
lined up for the 35-yarder and hit
the upright, and the ball ricochet
forward, keeping the score at 42-
35, giving the Spartans a chance
to tie the game in the fourth quar-
ter.
Another Stringer punt gave the
Spartans the ball at their own 20
with 9:27 left in the game.
The ensuing drive was capped
offbya 2-yard run byMartin, whu
was the backup coming into the
game-and tied the game at 42
with only 4:42 left.
The kickoff rolled out ofbounds,
and instead of taking it at the 35,
Hawkins elected to have the Spar-
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BY CHRIS RLTERS
Culture Writer
Need some drinkin' music?
Mark Chesnutt has recorded a
few on his new album, 'Savin'
The Honky-Tonk." There's just
something about a steel gui·
tar and a slow, steady baseline
that makes me want to get all
liquored up at the pool table.
Chesnutt's lyrics help in that en·
deavor; he sings about drinkin',
cheatin', flshin' and sin in gen-
eral. There is some moral bal-
ance; Chesnutt includes two
songs about his momma.
In "Lord Loves The Drinkin'
Man," Chesnutt offers some ra-
tionalization that a politician
would envy. Slurred speech is
really "speaking in tongues,"
and Jesus turned water to wWe.
According to Chesnutt, "Ally
man that can do that, he's a
good friend ofmine."
In "Don't ruin it for the rest of
us," Chesnutt exposes the sins
of falling in love and forgetting
your drinking buddies. "I told
you twice to keep your pie-hole
shut," he tells a groom-to-be
who is "bragging" that he fell in .
love. This tune includes catchy
barroom backups and a snappy
piano bit.
Chesnutt is trying to get back .
to the basics of country music
in his new album. Most of the
tunes drive a swinging dance
rhythm but there's a couple slow
"tear in my beer" numbers. The
song "A hard secret to keep,"
resonates with an eerie uneasi-
ness that captures a.cheater's
paranoia. _ .~
This isi1'tthe poppy, synlhetic
stuff that gets rotation on most
country stations but I'm sure
Chesnutt wl1lbe okay if he's not
played during rush-hour traffic;
he's got five platinum albums
and just signed with Vivation
Records. He's put out 11albums
since 1990 and doesn't plan to
hang his hat anytime soon.
Chesnutt found time to do a
phone interview on Tuesday be-
fore a night of carousing at the
Country Music Awards Second
Annual After-party in Nashvl1le.
"Country music is going from
pop to old time drinking music,"
he contended in his easy Texas
drawl. This album is the culmina-
tion of that idea. It seems natural
that he likes to listen to legends
like Hank Wl1liams Sr., George
Jones and WaylonJennings. Asfor
newer artists, "GeorgeStrait, Alan
Jackson and Gretchen Wilson are
good," he said.
Chesnutt and his band, "New
South" are on tour promoting
"Savin' The Honky-Tonk."He'll be
in Boise tonight at the Taco Bell
Arena. He won't be staying long
though, "I'll have to leave right
after the show [toIget to the next
one," he said. "It'll be brief but it'll
be fun." Boise is the sixth stop in
11straight nights of performanc-
es; He'll hit cities in Washington,
California, and Oregon before
heading back to the South, via
Las Vegas.Chesnutt and his crew
have no problems with life on the
road. "It's kind of relaxing, being
out there on that bus," he said,
"me and the guys: we're all bud-
dies."
Despite his rambling spirit,
Che,nutt is a family man. He says
being home with his wife and
three boys in Texas is his ideal va-
cation spot.
Tickets for Chesnutt's upcom-
ing show are $19.50 for general
admission and $22.50at the door.
They are available through the
Professional Firefighters Associa-
tion at 1-877-653-0599.For more
information visit tacobellarena.
com.
Sean Hannity visits
BoisD Stato
News Tslk 670 KBOIwelcomes
Ssan Hannltv to BOise
Ssturdav. Nou. 20 from B:OO
a.m. to 10:00 e.m. With a speCial
eppesrance at the Jordan
Bsllroom et the BOise Stete
Student Union BUilding. Ooors
open at 7:00 e.m. With Hannltv·s
eddress et B:OOa.m., followed
bV an eutogreph signing.
Tickets are 615.
For information and tickets,
Ulslt 670kbol.com
Canyon County Stars
Square Dance Club
Oences euerv Mondav st the
Caldwoll SeOior Center, 1009
Euerett St.
Classes run from 7:00 p.m. to
B:30 p.m. and dsnces begin at
B:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Oences sre
open to the public. For more
Informetlon cell 739-2~~3
Adventure Racing
Team
The Olsbetlc Outdoor Group Is
putting together e rsclng team
to do compotltlOn runs end
aduenture races. Athletlcsllp
minded persons With dlsbetos
are encouraged to JOin the
group. Contact Osue Neulns at
B63-992B or rUOIdaho.Juno.
com for more Informetlon.
Shadows Fall concert
at The Big Easy
With spaCial guast, The
Hauntod. Tlckats are 613.50.
Ooors open at 6:30 p.m., ehow
sterts at 7:30 p.m.
Van Halen
Uen Hslen Is coming to BOise
and plaVlng et the Brick
Breeden Fieldhouse Tuesdev
Nou. 16. Ooors open st 7 p.m.,
shOWstarte st B p.m.
Tickets sre stili aualleble. Call
367-1212 for more information
The Publication Club
Meoting
Writers, artists, graphiC
deSigners end all Interested
students are Inultad to ettend
to diSCUSs e forthcoming
studont msgszlne.
Tuasdsp Nou. 16 et 7:00 p.m. In
the Brink Room [SUB)
Diwali - Indian
Festival of Lights
Thle festlual Ie the biggest
celebratIOn of the vear In
India, slgOlfVlng the triumph
of good ouer eUII. The BOise
chapter of ths AsSOclstlon
for Indle's Oeuelopment Inc. IS
orgenlzlng the annusl Olwall
celebrations.
Ssturdav. Nou. 20. Culturel
Progrsms at 5:30 p.m. With
Indian dinner to follow
Merld,en Middle School
1507West Bth St., Meridian
Euent: 67 adults, 63 kids, 55 for
BSUstudents
0lnner:6B sdults. S~ kids [5-131
For moro information and
tickets Ulslt http://bDlse.
eldlndls.org/euonts.html or call
~2~-0~62.
TENTH ANNUAL CELEBRATION OF WOMEN IN THE ARTS:
A fiery display of
women's power, spirit
BY TORRIE RRE
MRRTlNDRLE
SpeCial to The Arbiter
Tuesday, Nov. 16, some of
Idaho's most talented female
vocalists, visual artists, writ-
ers' and fire dancers will come
together in a fantastic display
ofwomen's power and spirit as
part of the Tenth Annual Cele-
bration ofWomen in the Arts.
The celebration takes place
in front of Hannah's on 621
Main St. and the proceeds go
to the Women's and Children's
Alliance.
Starting at 5 p.m. on Tues-
day, over 60visual artists' work
will be on display. "Standing,"
the 41hannual anthology of po-
etry including over 50 Idaho
women writers, will be on sale
and music will be performed
live by many vocal artists be-
tween 5 p.m. and 10p.m.
At 7 p.m., fire dancers, fire
eaters, and fire spinners will '
light up the street in an excit-
ing fury of fire and movement
as' a 6-foot by 20-foot steel
sculpture is lit during the Tears
ofFire Lighting Ceremony. Fol-
lowing, the Divas of Bois'ewill
take over the stage in a perfor-
mance by Kathy Miller, Car-
rie Padilla, Kerry Rourke, Deb
Sager,Rebecca Scott, Margaret
Montrose Stigers, Sirah Storm,
Mary MagillWeaver and Rocd
Johnson and others.
You can purchase advanced
tickets for $8 at WCA, Flying
M, BSU Women's Center, Art
Source, and Hannah's or a $10
donation will be accepted at
the door.
BSUArtist creates to engage
BY JRNR HOFFMRN
Culture Writer
Idaho. Its final stop will be Nov. 20
at the Steward Gallery for the Boise
Weekly Cover Auction. There it will
be auctioned off with all proceeds
benefiting YMCAArt Programs.
"APortal to Social Change" ismade
from welded steel, fiberglass, and
glitter. It is a portal, literally wide and
tall enough to walk through. Eisler
created "APortal to Social Change"
in an effort to engage people with
art, causing them go beyond the
usual glance- and-~alk-by response.
In her artist's statement, Eisler men-
tioned that it has "amystical quality."
It seems other wo:rldly,perhaps.
"I see a portal being a kind of a
metaphor for entrance into where
we should be going in our future so
it's kind of representing the future
in a sense and I'm saying that these
organizations are a key to our future;
these non-profit, nongovernmental
agencies, alternative'media, as well
as various art organizations in the
community."
Eisler carries strong convictions
of the role of the artist in society. "I
feel that artists at this point and time
should be more socially engaged. We
The artist
Melodv Eisler
Is picture With
hor sculpture
In front of the
Women's Center
on Tueedav
Nouember
9. Intltlod 'A
Portel To Soclel
Chenge". the
arch Is made of
welded steal,
"bor glsss and
glitter.
PlIl1ltl BY IIIllS!A IJlAMS
On Tuesday, Nov.9 Boise State art-
ist, Melody Eisler shared with the
campus her sculpture: "A Portal to
Social Change." Her piece was dis-
played at Women's Center in front
of the ramp leading up to the en-
trance. The sculpture will be dis-
played around town at the entrances
of various organizations Eisler has
been a part of, which include: The
Snake RiverAlliance, AgencyforNew
Americans, and United Visions of
have a visual knowledge that we can
impart to society and use because art
has the ability to communicate, to be
a spectacle, to draw people to it; and
so I think that artists should really
think of themselves more as cultural
workers or public who transgress the
boundaries of the gallery and mu-
seum system. Those are important
institutions but I think that we need
to transgress those boundaries and
bring the work into the public sphere
in a way that is meaningful for the
public and also work on educative
kind of out reach."
To find out more about Eisler and
her work, check out her blog at www.
posthumanism.blogspot.com.
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How is RADAR like
a KAYAK?
Get answers. Anytime. Anywhere.
answeli
ute to one of rock music's great-
est bands. In the three-hour per-
formance, they played the entire
"Dark Side of the Moon" as well
as many favorites spanning most
of Pink Floyd's career, and they
nailed every single song.
The performance was flaw-
less and as powerful as the origi-
nal Floyd was at their best. APF
followed each song ninety-nine
percent note-for-note except for
those moments where they cap-
tured the original spirit through
improvisation. The light show
and psychedelic graphics on the
trademark circular screen were
also top notch. It was nearly an
exact replica of a circa 1973 Pink
Floyd concert.
They began with their rendition
ofthe classic album "Dark Side
of the Moon." From the open-
ing strum of "Speak to Me" to the
climactic "Eclipse" it was what
many years of listening to the al-
bum late at night on headphones
had been building up to. With the
help of APE the album gained
new life, at least for those people
who were at the Bank of America
Center that night. It was like the
album had been recorded only a
fewyears ago.
The second set consisted of sev-
eral of the best Floyd songs rang-
ing from the early "Careful With
That Axe Eugene" to "Keep Talk-
ing," from 1994's "Division Bell."
APF picked the best songs from
the best Floyd albums and deliv-
ered them with skill and enthusi-
asm, Two of the audience favor-
ites were "Wish You Were Here"
and "Comfortably Numb" which
were saved for the encore, and
provided a decently climactic end
to the evening.
After ten years of paying trib-
ute to Pink Floyd, the members of
tween the supersets, your heart
rate stays elevated and you com-
plete your workout wore quickly,
Use lighter weights and more
repetitions, gradually increasing
weights in one- to two-pound in-
crements. By completing a great-
er number of sets, you make your
workout more intense, improving
muscles. Supersets are a great way
to add those small sculpted stria-
tions since you use lighter weights
with increased repetitions and
sets. As long as you are fairly lean,
you will really see some changes
in definition without added bulk.
Two great exercises to superset
are tricep exercises such as the
These photos are courtasy of
Australian Pink Floyd.
Unfortunataly, thrs photo IS NOT
from tha BOlsa show, but a pr-eurous
show.
APF seemed to be enjoying them-
selves as much as the audience, if
not more. They couldn't hide the
fact that they were having fun
(something most bands have got-
ten a little too good at).
They must have been excited
because they make a living tour-
ing the world, playing the songs of
their favorite band. On top ofthat
they have been officially endorsed
by the members of Pink Floyd and
were even hired as the entertain-
ment for Floyd guitarist David
Gilmour's 50th birthday party.
For the obsessive Floyd fan
(which this journalist freely ad-
mits to being) this concert ap-
proached utopia. It was the clos-
est most of that audience will ever
get to seeing Pink Floyd in con-
cert, and it was pretty close. The
only things truly missing from
the Australian Pink Floyd concert'
were the four familiar faces of
the members of the original Pink
Floyd.
Real-time answers from real librarians
Accurate, up-to-date information
24 hours a day, 7 days a week
And, it's all free!
Supersets add zip to workouts
BY tlRNCY COLE
Knight Ridder Nauispapar s
Tired of your training? Reper-
toire in a rut? Sometimes shock-
ing our systems by changing our
training methods can invigorate
our bodies. Sampling some dif-
ferent combinations of exercis-
es, such as supersets, can set us
up for success. A superset is two
consecutive exercises that target
opposing muscle groups, such as
hammer curls for biceps paired
with tricep press downs.
Supersetting can trim your
workout time and your body.
Since there is no rest time be-
French press, tricep kickbacks or
tricep extensions combined with
the preacher curl for building bi-
ceps.
To properly perform preacher
curls, adjust the pad to the proper
position, grasp a 12-pound bar
and sit comfortably in the seat.
Extend your arms over the pad
so your palms are supinated and
your arms are fully extended with
a strong grip on the bar. Once you
are properly positioned, flex your
elbows to curl the bar toward your
shoulders, stopping at the point
where your biceps are fully con-
tracted.
You'll need to flex your elbows
but keep them stable at your side.
Really focus on maintaining good
control as you lower the bar back
down and keep proper alignment
(stable elbows) throughout.
Women moving at superset's
more challenging pace can burn
more fat while simultaneously
defining muscles, giving a lean
shape with feminine lines.
Those who want to maintain
size, particularly men, should use
supersets for the smaller muscle
group~ such as triceps and biceps,
shoulders, 'calves and abs. Super-
setting is a surefire strategy for all
of us to wake up our workouts.
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I ,---------------------~l'--__ - ~ __ _'_ -'- __ L......L,_·..l\ __ ~\..\.\_' .......\--------~------ '-----------:::-----~-----
ONE FULL MONTH
UNLIMITED LEVEL ONE TANNING $35.00
TAN 5 0 L E , L
TANNING & DAY SPA
"CONTACT MICHELLE' FOR MORE INF,P.' 323·4TAN (4826)
.' • LOCATED IN THE GOLDS GYM COMPLEX
:, . • 2201 EAST PARK CENTER BLVD.
~, ,~ 'A
BY JUSTIN PRESCOTT
Culture Writer
Last Thursday night, the Aus-
tralian Pink Floyd brought to
town a performance paying trib-
PASTOR DANA &
{ARLENA BRAZELL,;;
'~~ ::.:.:.', .... ..o.:, ...u.",•.
Career Center Services
Call: (208) 426-1747 to makc an appointment
-Oi-
visit our website at http://career:boisestate.edu
Career Planning
Major Exploration
Job-Search Advising
Internship Information
Interview Training
Job Listings
Resume & ..Cover-Letter
Assistance
GiIDy Goo B1'Jd, Did }'«l bW !be Good li'#s~ :
~ we briJl$ ror CtIrmlt ~ Sfme lfut"'mity I
iD to Ute ~ Co op we get lIlelJll>er ]rires. I
I
Goo ~umfS kOOlnews.Wtsget tbe~ to I
~ md bf'Jd OIl over ~ clMt ,I
Coupon good for SUO on ¥
·purchases 01$10.00 or more. I
I
I
I
I
I
_ _ ALL AGES!! .
. www.boisevenue.com
. 919-0011- .. .
EBSSI II
THE ARB I T E Rl 5 N 0 U 2 0 0 'I
Rrblter classified aduertlsaments ere frae to
students. Clssslfled ads mall be place thrae ways:
amall: classlflads.arblteronhne.com
phona:3'1S-820'l)( 100•
or stop by the omcs at 160SUOIuarslty Drlue
. [across from tha SUB).
3 bedfl bath house.
Hardwood floors. Auto.
sprinklers. Sewer/trash
paid. $750/mo.
, Call 345·8204 ext. 117
" 3BD12BA w/garage, WI
D, OW, 1006 S. Wilson.
$750incl sit, 602-9501. BE A BARTENDER,
.. . j~jones@cable()ne.net No experience neces-
,3bdrin/2ba log home 'sary, hands on training in
.\g!i:>heat-hvoodstove,'Off .Boise, must be '18 yrs or
'1)2 Chevy S-IO. Less'" N~6lliJmustsee.Nofr~sh~older,make $Hjo~150 per
·than lOOk miles. Silver, men please, Non-smoking shift, job placemenllget
greaf;condition.$3950 females only. $795/mo. certified. Call 333-tips
obo. Call 345-8204 ext. lease till Jun I (8477)
, 1i7.' ' 208-322-7979
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SRY IT .
Are :YouA: Victim' Of'The
Energy "Equetion? Study
+ work + friends=zero
en~riY,then reach foro~e
of 0"* herbal energy prod-
ucts. ,)lor' your local free
consultation'call Heidi @
452-2479
Blanket 'Boise National
Hunger & Homelessnes~
week banquet in .Jordan
ballr~:;; ~p,~:l#~~~;.buy
ticketsat~UB Info desk
CHECKOUT THE
. Sc\1ol~hips Hall of
Fame arl~free legal opin-
ion on www.whipcash.
com
Open Forum DiScussion
on ,racism' and immigra-
tion.'2nd. floor in SUB,
Batch AlB. November 17
6-8pm.
Writers, Artists Wanted
Get involved in new
studentmagazine by BSU
Publlcation.club. publica.
'tioilclub@ .
·h()tm~il.cpm
1887 Antique Loudon
Piano, pristine cond., fine
detail, inlaid w/mother-
of-pearl $300 obo. Call
429-1106
1973 MOBILE HOME
for sale. 935 sq.ft. 3bdl
Iba $10,500 call Bryan or
Gina 345-2712
1991 Jeep Renegade,
wht/tan, 98K, 6cyl., great
shape! $5700/0bo.Con-
tact Ric @ 602-950 I
1992 4Runner V6 SRS
123k, all power + extras.
Great condo $6,200 obo.
Call 861-8883
Iyr old male Pit bull,
very sweet, good wlkids.
Ears cropped, microchip.
$50 Call 794-2788
7-Piece Cherry Bedroom
set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice
$450. Call 888-1464
Cherry Sleigh Bed, solid
wood. New-in-box. Value
$850, sacrifice $249. Call
888-1464.
Dell Pentium 4 2GHz
Computer. 40 gig HD,
CDRom/CDRW, floppy,
15" LCD, Windows XP.
$599/0bo. 284-2939
FENDER GUl~AR with
amp, teddie, tuner, strap,
and stand. $350 Call 412-
2939
Free Rabbit. Some food,
no cage. Call 338-9092.
Full size orthopedic set.
Brand new in package.
Sacrifice $99. Call 866-
7476
Italian leather couch and
loves eat for sale! Brand
new, still in plastic. Re-
tail $2950, sacrifice $895.
Call 888-1464.
King/Queen Mattresses
and box springs. $50 for
set $30 extra for frame.
Call 322-2422 aft. 3pm
LAPTOP Compaq
Presario 2100 US/14.1"
display, 512 MB RAM,
1.60 GHz, 30GB, XP, &
extras $650 447-1026
Oakworks Pro Massage
Table, white kid leather,
6mo. old, $900 new, sell
for $350. Call 284-9049
Queen Pillow Top mat-
tress set. Brand new, still
in plastic. Must sell $129:
Can deliver. 866-7476
Sowboard-Ride ' ISScm
Timeless wlbindings.
Barely used, great Con"
dition!!! $250 obo. Call
860-2441
I blOck toSUB-rm for
rent WO, no smoke/pets,
full use of kitchen, all util
incl. $245 +' dep. 344-
, 4430 or 867-9635
2 ROOMS FOR RENT
in 6 bdrm house. M!F
smoker or non $250-275
$150 dep. share util
Call 861~0629
Be the 1st to live at Mal-
lard Court. Studios, I, 2
bdrms, lofts. Include WD,
covered pkng, clean burn-
ing natural gas furnaces &
hot water heaters. Close to
'USU-starting at $515 Call
386-9318 or 761-9696
/y ....
l?!V.Il,? ,~l;.b:.~~
Affordable
Downtown
Living
Newly Built
1&2 Bedrooms
$4-75or $595
• t'levaron
• /Jlrccrly aeron from JJ7nco
• 14-1I01lf jirnes."""m
• BwintJJ Cent"
• Secured Access
PrivateLivingAreas& Bath
SharedCommonAmenities
EVERGREEN SUITES 384-1600
F. Roommate wanted!
$188/mth. + utI. Private
bedroom. Close to cam-
pus. Contact 890-7826.
FEMALE ROOMATE
Non-smoker for 4bdl3ba
house I block to BSU.
$250 includes utilities.
Call 343-2213
Huge 3bdrm Duplex,
w/lg bat;kyard, 3min. to
BSU. WO. $300 p/rm or
$750 p/mos. All util. pd.
Call 484-2156
'Till' .ql.'(/,i~ .till
rill' 'Fd'-/~
Starting at $295/mo.
Brlnglnad& rccelve$lOO
off litmonth rent
Includes all utilities, cable/
computer lab.Open 7 days
aweek
336-8787
ROOMATE WANTED
2bdrm Apt., $300Imo.
utilities included. Call
794-5580
ROOMATE WANTED
Large N. End 51Thatcher
home $300/mo. uti I. incl.,
Avail. immed. Call Chris
608-0515
BroncoJobs
·OOl£j"'·",iitl04;l'Jii·
Lookingfor
Jobs while you are a
student, Career
Opportunities, or
Internships?
Free job-referral
service
Click BroncoJobs
at http://
career.boisestate.edu
Do you want to be part
of something unique and
public service-oriented?
NPIC (National Pesticide
Information Center) is the
only service of its kind in
the US NPIC, located at
Oregon State University,
is currently recruiting for
Faculty Research Assis-
tants. These individuals
will help NPIC fulfill its
mission of delivering ob-
jective, science-based in- .
formation about pesticide-
related issues to the public
and professionals. Duties
include: Participate in
the llevclopment of pes-
ticide-related fact sheets;
Respond to telephone and
email inquiries and help
maintain a pesticide in-
cident database; Develop
and maintain knowledge
of pesticides and pesti-
cide-related issues. Posi-
tions require: Minimum
of a B.S. degree, with an
M.S. strongly preferred, in
toxicology, environ-men-
tal chemistry, bio-technol-
ogy, agricultural sciences,
public health, or closely
related area. Spanish flu-
ency highly desirable.
(Access . http://npic.orst.
edu for information about
NPIC and detailed posi-
tion announcement). Send
letter of application, CV,
and names and addresses
of three references to: Dr.
Terry Miller, Director;
NPIC; EMT Dept.; Ore-
gon State University; 333
OUR NEW PRODUCT
IS EITHER WILDLY
SUCCESSFUL OR UNDER-
lJATER ...
~
DEPENDING ON HOW ~
YOU lJANT TO ALLOCATE ~
I'\ANAGEt'lENT OVER- Ii
HEAD EXPENSES. e~
Jl,i
Weniger; Corvallis, OR
97331-6502. Review of
applications begins as po-
sitions become available.
Position # 001-2 127P.
OSUis an AAlEOE.
If you enjoy spending
time with people in need
of help (elderly, handi-
capped, disabled children)
call us. Requirements: ~
12 mo. expffB test/CPR!
Background check, reli-
able trans. a must. Pff &
Fff work avail. We will
work around your school
schedules Call 321-7896
Need Sitter for 3 kids
in my Eagle home. M-F
8a-12noon. Exper, help-
ful refs. Call Kelly 939-
2997.
New Diner in Downtown
Boise now hiring cooks,
prepcooks, dishwash-
ers, bussers, waitstaff
for brkfst, lunch, dinner
shifts. Call 424-3676 or
come by 500 S. Capitol
m-f9-5
Quest Contractor
has immediate openings
for outside Direct Sales
Rep. Earn about $111001
wkcommissionll Work
hrs M-F4pm - 830pm,
Sat: 9am -5prrt: Call 800- .'
955-7350
Science Camp Teach-
ers The' Discovery Cen-
ter of Idaho is searching
for teachers to work 2-6
hr Saturdays during the
school year. Ability to
teach multiple grades,
must have classroom exp:
certification preferred.
Many topics to be cov-
ered, some curriculum
provided and opportuni-
ties for new activities. Op-
portunities to teach week
long classes during spring
& summer breaks. $15/hr
w/some paid planning
time. Send cover letter,
resume, & refs to Kris
Allison 131 Myrtle St.,
Boise, ID 83702 EOE
Small Law Firm looking
for a runner. Must have
reliable transportation and
current insurance. Please
send resume to: PO BOX
2322 Boise,lD 83701
We needenthusiastic
individuals with
excellentverbal skills
to work 20-40
hoursper week.
DESIGN YOUR OWN
SCHEDULE
EVENING and WEEKEND
HOURS AVAILABLE
.Paid training
.Casual environment
• Flexible schedule
$7 to $12 per hr
Pleasecall for
more information
658-4888
Customer Sales/Service
FALL EXPANSION
. Excellent pay!
Flexible schedules!
No Experience Necessary!
APPARENn Y YOU
DON'T lJANT TO THINK
!'>-BOUT IT !'>-NDGET
B!'>-CKTO ME.
Crossword
ACROSS ,,' : "",'(, 1 2 3 4 5
1EnJ()yed.a:si~~t~;%·~~4--+---'I---+-_
6 Maycelebrante:'r1,1 14
9 Muddies" ",:t·nh-::-+--+-!I--f--
14 EOI'fu:nton.;,,':::';;; 17
, player',,·,';';;
15 ,Memorabl~ tlrri~<::';j
16 Actress Potts: " :: ,:;) 23
17 Gave up hope':': ",':
19 Letter-lady"'" '""2""'8 4--+~I---+--
White.:·
20 Wrat~
'~~'~~~~..<»;,:,;;;~!36
27 Wherewithal' ,'. 1-:.-::-4--+~
28 Expands one's
staff
29 Slowpokes
33 Coral formation .
34 _ excellence '
35 Energetic drive, '
36 "Ode on a
, Grecian' "
37 Menial workers
39 Peter's last
name?
40 Mrs. George
. Burns,." ,42 Corn ,servl'ng' ",:,: c':© 2004 Tribuna Media Servlcea, Inc.
, All rights reserved.
43 Speaker'S .
platform
44 Flouncing' 8 Bright red
46 Dried plum '. 9 Voracious
47 Looks _10 Jackie's
everything '" Aristotle
48 Fashioned .: ,j 1 Hostelries
49 Rouses , ',; '>12 "Whose _ Is It
52 Chicago Anyway?"
ballplayer 13 Wet expanses
53 Makes a long 18 Gov. tax
story short? collector
54 Ladylove 22 Somewhat
60 Bird with fine 23 Shoulder
plumage signals
61 Male child 24 _ del Fuego
62 German autos 25 Sites for fights -
63 Is affected by 26 Ump's cohort
64 Blowup letters? 27 Melodic
65 Green years ornament
29 Sigma follower
30 Twin city
31 Marilu's
character on
"Taxi"
32 Perceived
34 Hunting animal
37 Journal keepers
38 Joke or choke
41 Slave
10 11 12 13
'",.
63
11/15/04
Solutions
3 3 :l
DOWN
1 Greensward
2 Stretch the truth
3 South African
golfer Ernie
4 Get-up-and-go
5 Attributes
6 Little more than
7 Mining product,
51 Filly's father
52 Is unable to
55 Sine qua_
56 Paris street
57 Fruity cooler
58 Malleable metal
59 Blockhead
43 Matter-of-fact
45 Demand
46 J.E Kennedy's
vessel
48 Total
49 Steer flesh
50 Outer limit
By Linda C. Black
. Tribune Media Services
Today's Birtbday (Nov. 15). Cancer (June 22-July 22) Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
A voyage of a thousand miles ToollY is an 8 - You'll be up Today is a 6 - Go after the
begins not just with one step. ,against a critic, wherein you'll money that you've been
Before you launch, you need have to defend your position. promised, even if it's hard.
to do lots of preparation and Hopefully you're well prepared Persistence pays, both
practice. That's what this year with ;'our own experience. figuratively and literally.
is about. .
To get the advantage, check Leo (July 23·Aug. 22) Capricorn (Dec. 22·Jan. 19)
the day's mting: 10 is the Today is an 8 - Ajob .you've Today is an 8 - Your wisdom
easiest day, 0 the most been avoiding, and with good and persevemnce are obvious
challenging. reason, won't be denied. lf you to others. You're tough, and
really can't bring yourself to do even when wounded, you
Aries (March 21.April19) it, hire somebody who can. always come back swinging.
Today is a 5 - An official Take the credit.
.1reminds you ofrestrictions Virgo (Aug. 23·Sept. 22)
you may have forgotten, or Today is a 7 - Connect Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
simply ignored. Actually, with people who can help Today is a 5 - OK, get back to
you'll get a whole lot farther you figure out what to do business now, and re-assess
ahead playing by the rules. next. A good planner and a your systems. Do some fine-
hard worker are more than tuning, with new infonnation
Thurus (April 20-May 20) welcome on your team. You and materials you've collected.
Today is a 7 - A question keep track of the details.
comes up that requires you to Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
go outside to find the answer. Libra (Sept. 23-0ct. 22) Today is an 8 - You can give
This may be annoying. but Today is a 7 - Count your comfort to friends, if you will,
probably isn't life-threatening. earnings and make some plans simply by being yourself.
Enjoy. about how you're going to Reach out to somebody who's
spend it. Change something at hurting. Itmeans a lot, although
Gemini (May 21·June 21) home that's been bothering you. he or she will never ask.
Today is a 7 - The question That'll be a good investment
now is, what do you need, and
what can you do without? Be Scorpio (Oct. 23·Nov. 21) (c) 2004, TRIBUNE MEDIA
honest, so you don't waste Today is an 8 - The farther you SERVICES INC.
good money on stuff that's go, the more you can see there Distributed by Knight Ridder/
superfluous. still is to learn about. Do the Tribune Infonnation Services.
research, even if it's a little
scary at first.
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Find success and satisfaction in our newest facility. Build your dream career in the
midst of some very real momentum at our new Meridian facility.
.COLLECTIONS REPRESENTATIVES
CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVES
Full-time and Part-time opportunities available.
Reap the rewards of our exceptional Incentives prograITY,:lJ¥h.i~h~,9ff~~?';,~ml:)itJ<D,US
individuals additional income on top of their regular p'aV6heckfor 5lJcces'sfuUy
promoting our wide variety of products and services.
Your rewarding future will include a competitive rate and exceptional benefits that
start day one, including:
e Comprehensive Medical, Dental, Life & Vision Coverage .
• 401(k), Pension Plan, Stock Option and Stock Purchase Program
• Up to 80% Tuition Reimbursement
_ ., On-Site Fitness Center and Cafeteria
• Free Employee Checking Account, Discounted Credit Cards,','
Mortgages, Home and Auto Insurance '
Apply now. Call1-aOO-714-CITI (2484) or visit www.caree.rs.cltlc~rds.com
Citi's brand new facilitv is located at:
-
2200 South Cobalt Point Way
Silver Stone Business Park
(corner of Eagle Rd and Overland Rd)
'Meridian, Idaho
Ltve ....rtch\y.ta
An Equal opportunity Employer M/f/D/V. '
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